
 

laura.c

I am super confused how this doctor or any could fall for the absurd idea that “this stays in the arm”. It’s Basic

pharmacology, you inject into the muscle (IM) to gain indirect access to the bloodstream so that whatever you just injected

(pain medicine, antibiotic, vaccine, etc) can travel to the place it’s needed. The immune system does not live in the deltoid,

no vaccine stay put in the arm or leg into which it is injected.. Where did this come from? Also, now hear me out on this one,

vaccines are the only product that directly target the immune system, so is it just possible that doing so creates cancers.

Vaccine theory is so moronic and barbaric. Vaccines are the biggest lie ever told, they are 100% not bene�cial and 100%

unnecessary therefore they cannot be made safe or safer. They go directly against our design and in fact, deprived the

immune system of developing properly and staying strong through regular contact with its environment through the mucous

membranes, as God/nature designed it.
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brodiebrock12

The church of vaccinology and "it's ways" have been going on for decades and decades. Watch all 8 episodes at

remedy.�lm It is ALL just simply "allowed" to continue under the guise of "we are here to help" Trust us....follow the

science.
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Guillermou

Indeed, biological weapons against C-19 will likely kill 1 to 2 billion humans over the next decade as the damage from

the spike protein takes its toll. But even this is not enough for the demonic entities that control our planet, as they seek

something closer to a total reduction of 90% of the human population. Suddenly, your strategy is very clear. Injections of

spike protein mRNA cause a 90% suppression of the DNA repair mechanism known as NHEJ (non-homologous end

joining). This is a cellular mechanism that exists within the cells of humans, animals, and plants to maintain genetic

integrity, a necessary condition for life.

www.brighteon.com/787e2691-1c08-486c-835d-d5de871e782c  .---- MRNA IS A CLASS ONE CARCINOGEN The

process of carcinogenicity, also known as carcinogenesis or tumor genesis, involves multiple stages where normal cells

undergo a series of changes at the cellular, genetic, and epigenetic levels, resulting in abnormal cell division and the

formation of cancer[16]. This process is characterized by: ------1. Initiation: The �rst stage involves direct damage to the

DNA inside a cell by the carcinogen, leading to abnormal DNA that does not function properly. This damage can be

caused by chemical substances, viruses, or radiation.

------2. Promotion: Following DNA damage, the body attempts to repair the damaged DNA. However, sometimes the

damage caused by the carcinogen interferes with the repair processes, leading to further abnormalities. -----3.

Progression: Over time, the accumulation of genetic and epigenetic alterations disrupts the normal balance between

cell proliferation and programmed cell death (apoptosis), resulting in uncontrolled cell division and the evolution of

cancerous cells. ianbrighthope.substack.com/p/mrna-is-a-class-one-carcinogen?utm_source..  (04/17/2024)
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Guillermou

The WHO wants to bury a major cause of turbo cancers in young people and cancers in the general population caused by

“vaccines” against C-19 in the short and long term. A Croatian pathologist named Ivana Pavic recently spoke with

researcher Steve Kirsch about a disturbing phenomenon she is seeing in people who have been "vaccinated" against COVID-

19. According to Pavic, 65 percent of all carcinoma cases among people aged 15 to 59 received one or more injections

against the Chinese virus, which is an overall vaccination rate of 55 percent in the same age group. Calculated, this means

that getting a COVID shot increases your risk of getting this particular form of cancer by 52 percent, something that was not

revealed when the shots were pushed through Operation Warp Speed.

She also claimed the same and claimed that she is also seeing an increase in cancer cases among her unvaccinated

friends, although these friends reportedly tested "positive" at one point for the Delta or Omicron variants of the so-called

"virus." . Kirsch interviewed Pavic about the matter and you can watch that interview below:

kirschsubstack.com/.../pathologist-reports-a-stunning-52  (05/03/2024).---
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Guillermou

REPORTS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF THE VACCINE CATASTROPHE. By PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA INFORMA TAMBIEN

CON RIGOR Troubling reports describing the plight of patients, doctors and hospitals over the last 9 months. Docs and

nurses are "waking up." Oncologists are seeing tons of "turbo" cancers. It's real. “As a heme/onc doc, it's been alarming

to see so many COVID vaccinated young patients with very aggressive, widely metastatic cancers. These cancers

metastasize to unusual places and are refractory to therapy that usually works, and the outcome is often heartbreaking.

I've also seen an uptick in patients newly diagnosed with several different types of cancers simultaneously, which was

previously a pretty rare phenomenon.

Not to mention the unusual clots, myeloproliferative neoplasms, HLH, and other strange hematologic complications

post vaccine. Occasionally I'll get a referral for a post COVID vaccine patient with typical long haul symptoms who

happens to have an abnormal CBC, and it's heartbreaking to hear how they have been suffering without any clear

diagnosis or solution for months/years. So glad that your clinic can help these folks, and I will send them your way.”

pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/reports-from-the-front-lines-of-the-ef4..  (09/26/2023)
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juststeve

Professor, just the Gut speaking. As the Dr is pointing out if the �rst defense Innate Immune Systems early warning,

surveillance system is not triggered than doesn't it stand to reason this is the reason people are not feeling anything

wrong until far too late. If the proper defense is not working, the normal tools involved would not be producing effects to

alert someone something problematic is occurring. Just as concerning this may well also be absent when the

conventional cancer treatments are used. Yet the River Denial just keeps rapidly raising over the banks and while

admitting one thing in Congressional Hearings behind closed doors and attacking anyone who are asking for Updated

Properly Done Safety Studies Science for not just the Jab, but the whole line up of Vaxxx's hiding behind a foundation of

very Old Science not looking for what they didn't know existed, or worse.

Hiding behind a No-Liability, a Kangaroo Vaccine Court, and a reporting system clumsy, time consuming, hard to use.

Also when the Doctor mentions how possibly the Spike can also travel into the Microbes of the Gut points too the

concerns of shedding may be all too real.
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PaulVonharnish

Cutting to the chase: ALL genetic research and genetic engineering, regardless of the excuse or alleged modality,

should be considered genetic Rape. A complete world wide BAN and Felony criminalisation of all such excuse, should

be implemented immediately. All such genetic research perpetrators belong in padded rubber rooms. End of disgusting

and sordid experiment...
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rrealrose

Short and bitter tasting responses to new and fatal cancers being observed. 1) Dr Sabine Hazan tweeted this on X

yesterday, in response to a Dr. Peter McCullough observation: "Not surprising  @Progenabiome found Loss of

Bi�dobacteria from mRna vaccines .. Loss of Bi�dobacteria was also linked to invasive cancer"

x.com/.../1780317337897574431-  - ; and 2) here's the latest from the McCullough Foundation about rare cancers now

showing up: "BREAKING - @p�zer COVID-19 vaccines now linked to an extremely rare fatal cancer, called intravascular

large B-cell lymphoma." - - x.com/.../1780292061884760279  - - how much more of this???
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Guillermou

Just you de�ne it perfectly “If the proper defense is not working, the normal tools involved would not be producing

effects to alert someone something problematic is occurring.” Indeed One of the ways in which COVID-19 vaccines

destroy human immune function is through the intestinal microbiota. In one study, both the CoronaVac and P�zer

vaccines decreased several species of commensal bacteria. The vaccines not only do not confer su�cient neutralizing

antibodies, but they also target several species of bene�cial bacteria that are necessary for long-term human immune

function. The substantial loss of biodiversity in the human gut increases the opportunity for various pathogens to thrive

in the intestines, making the vaccinated individual more prone to various infections, whether coronavirus variants,

in�uenza strains, or other infections.

The human microbiome measures approximately 400 square meters and includes more than 2,000 species of protozoa,

fungi, bacteria and viruses. These commensal species communicate with the endogenous immune system and help

immune cells respond to pathogenic threats. They also aid in digestion, synthesize carbohydrates and amino acids, and

help cells absorb nutrients from food.

In another study, Covid injections destroy levels of bi�dobacteria many months after the injection, putting those

vaccinated at greater risk of severe Covid-19. These research studies show that the human microbiome was designed

to provide important protective immune functions. Those innate functions are damaged by COVID-19 vaccines, making

people more susceptible to getting sick in the long term. www.theepochtimes.com/health/covid-19-mrna-vaccines-

reduce-a-major-ben..  (10/2023) www.eventscribe.net/2022/ACG-Posters/fsPopup.asp?PresentationID=113252..
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Guillermou

Well de�ned Paul. The "vaccines" against the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) are called mRNA, short for messenger

RNA. It turns out that these deadly injections actually contain what is known as modi�ed RNA or modRNA, which

according to Dr. Klaus Steger, PhD, genetically manipulates healthy cells. Since mRNA is fragile and easily destroyed by

the human immune system within minutes, Big Pharma is using modRNA instead. And as many warned, modRNA

genetically alters the human genome, turning it into a gene editing technology that ultimately turns the human body into

a hybridized transhuman GMO.

“To protect against destruction by the immune system, modi�ed RNA (modRNA) is packaged into lipid nanoparticles

(LNPs) that, due to their small size and synthetic optimization, can easily overcome biological barriers and even reach

vital cells in the heart and the brain. “Steger writes for The Epoch Times. “Proteins, or mRNA in healthy cells, can be

compared to musicians in an orchestra: harmony depends on several musicians taking breaks, not on all musicians

playing non-stop,” explains Steger. “Likewise, the absence of a speci�c protein/mRNA plays an essential role in

metabolism.” “As mRNAs are developed for longevity and maximum e�ciency and (through lipid nanoparticles acting

as natural exosomes) have access to all cells, they contradict the nature of mRNAs, which are cell-speci�c and short-

lived.

In our orchestra analogy, it would be like giving a musician a bass drum and asking him to hit it from start to �nish,

completely ignoring the piece of music being played.” www.theepochtimes.com/health/rna-based-vaccine-technology-

the-trojan-h..  (04/21/2023)
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Guillermou

Interesting links Rose. In a review published April 5, researchers argue that mRNA modi�cation causes immune

suppression that may contribute to cancer development. In a review published on April 5, researchers argue that the

modi�cation (speci�cally, N1-methyl-pseudouridine modi�cation) of the mRNA causes immune suppression that may

contribute to the development of cancer. Uridine is a key component of mRNA. However, when mRNA is injected into the

body, it is broken down by cells and also triggers a broad immune response, leading to its rapid degradation.

www.theepochtimes.com/health/modi�ed-rna-in-covid-vaccines-may-contri..  04-

17&utm_medium=email&est=AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZvc5ZxIWyJCav5MJs2RQB%2Fp5xE4iNpMohY3crZKzXA1NC7ep

(05/04/2025).— The p53 gatekeeper is critical in suppressing cancerous tumors and research shows that the spike

protein (from viruses or mRNA vaccine) suppresses p53New research!.

This innovative preprint gives us more evidence that the synthetic cellular spike protein spike glycoprotein (translated

from the mRNA-LNP complex platform injected into the deltoid) after vaccination with mRNA technology inhibits a

tumor suppressor protein critical, for example, P53, which can lead to a higher incidence of cancer.

This is more than likely one of the key pathways involved in the explosion of cancers since the rollout of mRNA vaccines

in January and February 2021, especially in highly vaccinated countries. In other words, there is con�rmation that what

we were, have and are injecting through this vaccine with mRNA technology is causing CANCER. Promotion of CANCER.

palexander.substack.com/p/the-p53-protein-guardian-of-the-genome?utm_s..  email (04/17/2024).--
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Guillermou

COVID VACCINES HAVE CAUSED AT LEAST 14,000% INCREASE IN CANCER CASES IN THE USA ACCORDING TO CDC.

The numbers have been calculated by comparing cancer cases caused by COVID-19 vaccines with in�uenza vaccines

due to a lack of data published by the CDC that would allow us to estimate the number of cancer cases using other

methods. According to the CDC's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), only 8 cases of cancer were linked

to the numerous �u vaccines offered between January 1, 2021 and March 29, 2024. While 497 cancer cases were linked

to the few COVID-19 vaccines on offer. during the same period of time. This is equivalent to a 6,113% increase in cancer

cases due to COVID-19 vaccination. Teens and people ages 18 to 29 in their 20s also suffered just one case of cancer

from the �u vaccine, compared to 61 cases linked to the COVID-19 vaccine.

This is equivalent to an increase of 6,000%. People in their 30s reported only 1 case of cancer due to the �u vaccine

between January 1 and March 29, while 141 cases of cancer were reported among people in their 30s due to the COVID

vaccine. 19. This amounts to a staggering 14,000% increase in cancer cases due to COVID-19 vaccination. Finally,

people in their 40s reported 5 cases of cancer due to the �u vaccine, compared to 283 cases of cancer due to the

COVID-19 vaccine. This is equivalent to an increase of 5,560%. expose-news.com/2024/04/14/covid-vaccines-cause-

141x-increase-cancer-c..  (04/14/2024
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Guillermou

RON JOHNSON'S BILL S444 TO REQUIRE THE SENATE TO RATIFY (WITH 2/3 VOTE) WHO TREATY HAS NOW ACHIEVED

49 COSPONSORS. MERYL NASS.---- Rep. Tom Tiffany’s Companion Bill HR1425 in the House needs Republican and

Democrat cosponsors. Democrats needed in the Senate to cosponsor. This is a nonpartisan issue! Who gets to control

healthcare? Americans or the WHO? Please ask your members and Senators to sign on to these bills as sponsors and

get them across the �nish line! merylnass.substack.com/p/ron-johnsons-bill-s444-to-require?utm_source=..

 (04/17/2023).---
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Truther4trump

Unplug from the system every way you can. Do not rely on government. Stay home and grow your own clean food and herbs

for a healthy lifestyle. Teach your kids and grandkids the same. Home school.
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Alan845

I January, my unjabbed wife died of cancer in kidneys, liver, ovaries, lymph nodes and lungs, taking just 3 weeks from

diagnosis to death. She had ANCA vasculitis since 2018, which required her to take immune suppressants medications

(azathioprine and prednisone) which reduced her lymphocytes blood count to around 0.8 (normal range 1-4). She also drove

minibuses for cruise ship passengers, who were almost invariably jabbed, during the S hemisphere summer. During the past

3 seasons her lymphocyte count dropped to 0.2 for the few months she was driving. I believe it is this drop in her immune

system that allowed her cancers to develop, grow and then kill her in 3 successive seasons. So it appears that shedding

may be as dangerous to the unjabbed as the jabs are to the jabbed. Has this been investigated, what is actually shed and

what steps can be taken to minimize these dangers to unjabbed?
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Guillermou

Hi Alan, we are sorry to hear about the death of your beloved wife. Immune-mediated in�ammatory diseases (IMIDs) are

a group of chronic and highly disabling diseases that involve inappropriate or excessive immune responses caused or

accompanied by cytokine dysregulation and acute or chronic in�ammation. Treatment of IMIDs focuses on rapid control

of in�ammation. , prevention of tissue damage and, when possible, long-term remission of the disease. This is achieved

using corticosteroids, immunosuppressants, and “biologics,” especially those targeting tumor necrosis factor (TNF). We

know the activation of in�ammatory cells as part of an immune response to eliminate mutant cells, a process called

immunosurveillance.

Transformed or malignant cells are recognized and directed to be eliminated by the immune system. The incidence of

cancer increases in transplant patients treated with immunosuppressants; cancer patients develop immune responses

to tumors; immune responses in tumors correlate with a better prognosis in colorectal cancer; Survival is positively

correlated with the presence of tumor-in�ltrating lymphocytes, CD8+ T cells, and natural killer cells in various cancers;

Increased natural cytotoxic activity of peripheral blood lymphocytes correlates with reduced cancer risk.

E�cient inhibition of tumor growth has been shown to involve not only de�ned mechanisms of cell death and killing by

CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes and natural killer cells, but also the induction of tumor cell senescence by interferon- and

TNF what p The evidence provided in this article leads to the conclusion that some IMIDs are associated with an

increased risk of cancer and that the cancer risk associated with immunotherapy should be discussed in relation to

each individual conventional drug or biologic. This article discusses some immunosuppressants.

link.springer.com/.../1476-4598-12-98
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NikkiEagle

There has been a great deal of discussion about shedding and how it appears to be as catastrophic for some individuals

as the jab itself. Substack has writers all over who address this; you may want to check it out.
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Den6328

Sorry for your loss
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GodsWhisper

So very sorry to hear about the loss of your wife!!! Did your wife get “tested” for covid? Could the millions of swabs

tested on people around the world explain how the unvaccinated are getting sick? Swab vaccines are already being used

on animals. www.rossdales.com/.../vaccination-for-ehv-1-and-ehv-4
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coffeecup

Alan. I would also like to hear the potential correlation between these cancers and shedding. Right now three of my

friends in their 60s are suddenly terminal or dealing with cancer. One is days from death, who had multiple cv vaxs

because she had cancer. The other friend is not vxd but is suddenly terminal with melanoma all over inside her body.

And the third friend I don’t know her vxd state, but suddenly she has a four inch cancerous growth in her breast. And my

husband (not vxd) suddenly developed in his surgeon’s words “nasty, fast growing prostate cancer which if not caught

when they did, he’d likely have maybe a few years left.” Both my hubby and I are not vxd, but had Covid twice each in

2022. We are both left with various side effects from cv, but we’re attempting to follow the FLCCC protocol. I would love

more info on the correlation of shedding with cancer.
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dljc99

Very sorry to hear this. She sounds like a special lady.
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Allaglow

Instead of vax, ivermectin and Nitric oxide spray Sanotize is mored effective against Covid and that has been my tx choice.

Thank God I was and am able to obtain these. I am a stage 2 cancer conqueror. Refused chemo after surgery in 2012. No

reoccurence. I almost got the jab early in 2021 but found out about alternative tx. I tried hcl but it makes me very hyper even

at low dose so I only took it for short time at lower dose. The cancer industry is powered by pharma. Buyer Beware.

However, all doctors were very kind and supportive during my experience.
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ellivoc

I can only say thank God I have never had any vaccine of any kind in my life. 72 years and still healthy.
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Cabochon

On the balance of probabilities, shedding is a regrettable but real phenomenon. The unvaxxed cannot separate themselves

easily from the unvaxxed, even if that was the globalist intention all along by creating a separate category of our species

with much the same kind of ideology as the fascists tried to designate Jews and others as “unclean”. How far can the “co-

incidence” excuse be stretched when both husband and wife in one family are now suffering from two of the most common

turbo cancers - lung and prostate. Even after quoting eminent oncologists such as Professor Angus Dalgleish, the captured

brain remains aloof to the truth. www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/unraveling-the-mystery-of-mrna-vaccine?

 www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/shedding-how-vaccinated-spread-dise..

 www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/d..
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GodsWhisper

Could it be the nasal swab testing??? www.rossdales.com/.../vaccination-for-ehv-1-and-ehv-4
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lpmcewanprotonmail.com

I don't believe in coincidences. In June 2022, I was healthy, energetic, working 50-60 hours a week on the farm(I was 70

y/o). Outworking people 30-40 years younger. In August 2022, I contracted COVID(I am not vaccinated/jabbed). Prior to

this I had not been ill with the �u or even a cold in over 20 years. The virus hit me hard, particularly in my lungs. Took

about two weeks to recover. Another 2-3 weeks to recover my lung capacity. In October 2022, I started to have some

pain in my right rib cage. Thought maybe I had pulled/strained the intercostal muscles.

Rest did not relieve the pain and it increased. Doctor started with x-ray, followed by ultrasound, then MRI, which showed

something of interest. In February 2023 Cat Scan and PET scan revealed tumor in right lung, with metastases in the

abdominal area lymph nodes and apparent tumors in the colon. Diagnosed as STAGE 4 metastatic adenocarcinoma of

the right lung. Lost over 50 pounds. Never smoked and was a distance runner in college. Prior to contracting covid I was

around someone who had been vaxxed and boosted numerous times.

No one wants to talk about the shedding effect of the spike protein on unvaccinated healthy people. If there is an

advantage to being Stage 4, the medical establishment didn't want to do radiation or surgery. I rejected IV

chemotherapy. Since then, using the Tippens protocol, my tumor has shrunk by over 50%, no sign of metastases in my

lymph nodes and no tumors in my colon. In addition, I take a targeted chemotherapy, Tagrisso, orally once a day. I am

still about 30 pounds under my normal weight and have a ways to go. Coincidence??
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rrealrose

Here's a few minutes of MP Andrew Bridgens from a week or so ago, for your review: He said "They're not going to get

20 x years cover up for this". - - x.com/.../1780072167281193130  - - Here's the full 23 min video from April 2 - - "Andrew

Bridgen MP and Direct Democracy": youtu.be/fFfQlpkgeB0
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Katy69

Nasal swabbing was not about testing for infection but was collecting DNA samples. The PCR test is not a diagnostic

(as con�rmed by its inventor). There was no pandemic. The German Government has admitted as much

www.globalresearch.ca/german-government-admits-there-was-no-pandemic/5.. . The main bioweapon in the

“pandemic” was the injection - vaxxed individuals may unknowingly transmit its effects to non-vaxxed people. As early

as 2022, oncologists and cancer specialists were warning of the dangers of the “vaccines”. Co-incidences appear to be

ten-a-penny these days. Comparing this with previous medical scandals (such as thalidomide) on humanity and our

children, then covering it up for years proves the untrustworthiness of the pharmaceutical-medical-industrial complex.

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../playing-god  We still have a long way to go before the truth about autism, ADHD,

Aspergers and other disorders is �nally released. As for Andrew Bridgen, lone voices against political crimes are usually

ridiculed and ignored for decades. Let’s hope his unleashing of the truth tomorrow will encourage more MPs to take

action.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

Cabochon

Thanks, all, for comments. No reply permitted now. Apologies.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

GoldCoaster

King Charles and Princess Kate, both vaxxed (Charles is triple vaxxed), and both with cancer, although doesn't seem to be

turbo charged cases. They would have been able to say no to the jab. I'm very surprised they were ignorant to the vax hoax

and its dangers. Charles is a member of the WEF, but doesn't seem to be aware of the vax in every arm agenda for

depopulation.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

ellivoc

Not sure that I believe that the "royals" were jabbed. Who has told you that? Charley boy is into homoeopathy and all

organic stuff, hard to believe he was not awake. But, you may be right, who knows how stupid people can be.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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dav42443

@ellivoc Any number of previously health-conscious people lined up for the genetic jab. Those that would never go near

a non-organic food for fear of the consequences. They pushed each other out of the way, in order to get the shot as

quickly as possible!?!?

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

MoMac46

Perhaps the Royals didn't get the dangerous jabs that were rolled out to the people. Who knows what the truth is. I don't

trust any information from any MSM whether TV or newspapers or digital if its in any way connected to our

Governments or WHO, MHRA, WEF, EU, NATO, UNITED NATIONS, FDA, CDC, etc etc or any of these villains

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

Almond

dav... -And many of these people also bragged about their importance and ability to receive immediate access to the jab

when there was a limited supply.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

bfr27915

Every day I count my many blessings and following Dr Mecola and his incredible community is one of them (over ten years).

My dear sister died of brain, lung, and bone cancer two months ago.  A two year battle. She was an incredibly health 72-yo

before cancer. She didn't smoke, an occasional glass of wine, strong social circle, and ran a few marathons. “Absence of

Evidence is not Evidence of Absence” ~ Carl Sagan.  I will forever be suspect of the Jabs.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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rrealrose

So sorry for your loss. As above, we may be hearing a lot more about these cancers. Although it makes little difference

when someone close to you departs earlier than expected.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

bfr27915

Thank you rrealrose  Our sister was/is a beautiful person/soul. We miss her deeply.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

GoldCoaster

My partner had his 1 year follow up with his mainstream doc, following prostate cancer treatment. PSA still neg. When he

came home I was jaw droppingly surprised that his doc had said to him, "Now don't tell anyone else this, but I have a patient

who was prostate cancer free for 10 years and now it's back. I have done research on the mRNA vaccine and I think it's the

cause. So I'd advise you not to get any." My partner said he hadn't got it and my partner doesn't like them either. The doc's

also said previously that the high covid case numbers were BS. These good docs have to keep it very quiet about what they

know to keep their licenses.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

bowgirl

I am glad he has a truthful doc. I went for a check up during 2021. I said I had mild covid very early on. Nurse

practitioner said " well you don't need the vax if you don't want it" and that was the end of that. The pres has called me a

domestic terrorist and spreader of disease. Yet, my doc did not recommend. I have a history of auto immune but well

managed thru diet now.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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lpioch

And now publications are starting to come to explain why... jessicar.substack.com/.../review-n1-methyl-pseudouridine-m1

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

RebelChickJMJ

100% TRUE !!! My friends 32 year old cousin just had the plug pulled & she DIED from her turbo cancer Brain tumor! She had

one dose of Moderna, 8 months pregnant; amniotic �uid dried up; emergency C-section; then 2 months later Cervical

cancer...treatment immediately, then went to her brain within a year. Another Friend lost THREE friends to "turbo cancer" all

in 2021..like they all DIED within 3 months of diagnosis ! HORRIFIC EVIL by DEMON$$$ of Death! Now JUST TODAY, our next

door neighbor @35 years old has VERY aggressive BONE Cancer...what causes Bone Cancer ??? a "change in DNA" !! WTH !!

It is going to be a long 5+ years of Heart-breaking DEATH$$$ observed by #Cleanbloods.... Buckle UP Friends...PRAY that

Doctors like Dr. Pierre Kory and Dr. Paul Marik and Dr. Makis & other Freedom Loving Doctors can �nd cures for those we

love !!! ps...all those mentioned above were VAXXED and/or Boosted with POI$ON Injecticide$$$

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

juststeve

Hear, hear!!!

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

ByHerLone

I’m very sorry to say that there are no more “clean bloods” unless you have been hiding out in a cave with your groceries

and what not delivered to the cave door. We have ALL been shed on. ALL of us!!! We are now all in this mess together.

God help us! I’m just very thankful for the number of doctors who are working on these issues for everyone.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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m231231

P�zer can go to hell.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

walnutgoat1

Thank you Dr Mercola, and many others Doctors like you who know the truth. Thank you for �ghting for the ignorant, those

who lack common sense, the passive, and those of us who have no voice. Please continue to �ght for all humanity.

Otherwise we will all become victims!

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

DumberFarmer

Isn’t it about time we stop all the madness? Do a little homework and you will �ne that the root cause of cancer is parasites.

What do you really have to lose? Get yourself dewormed with dewormers like ivermectin or fenbedazole and prove me

wrong. You don’t have to wait until you have cancer to take this preventative measure to achieve optimum health. This is all

about creating the right environment for health, not rocket science

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

CMT367

You a follower of Dr. Lee Meritt? one of the Five Docs YT chan? that's her schtick too...parasites...can't believe its that

simple

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

luccim

Thank you for a solution.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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DocJudi

'The Island of Dr Moreau' is upon us. This is tragic, terrifying and shameful! I am thankful I was not forced to take the 'jab'

but I know of those who were.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

brodiebrock12

Beware of the realities in shedding if you were around all these friends who took injections

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

wareagle82

"what they’re ignoring is the concerning trend of turbo cancers that occur shortly after COVID-19 shots." This is called

shaping the narrative. The WHO is getting ahead of the curve by bringing up the subject itself, using a plausible explanation

like age and other factors, while purposely ignoring two key points: the number of young people involved and the eye-

popping increase in cases. The agency can do this safely as we live in a time of very short attention spans. The people who

were fooled before are likely to be fooled again, in part because nothing ever happened to those who perpetrated the

madness of lockdowns, masking, and insisting on jabbing every arm, and in part because critical thinking has been pretty

much eliminated from the human condition.

Information consumers may understand that the media, the political establishment, and govt bureaucracies are �lled with

people who are less than honest, but they only apply that skepticism toward media, politicians, and agencies they don't like.

It's a curious phenomenon that the author Michael Crichton touched on years ago while describing newspaper reading

habits.

His theory held that people would spot the errors in stories on topics that readers knew a great deal about, but they would

abandon all skepticism on matters where they knew less. We saw it with Covid: "are you an epidemiologist/virologist/other

subject matter expert?" and we see it with the ongoing admonition against doing one's own research. I'm not sure how to

overcome it. Skepticism does not always come easy, but it is a necessary part of decision-making.
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bevfhl2

Great article; great comments. Many thanks. We are all blessed by this community. If we haven't been vaxxed, we are

de�nitely in a better place than the vaxxed. However, shedding means none of us is safe from feeling the physical impact.

And the emotional impact is pretty darned devastating as well. I looked at I-recover and am totally overwhelmed about a

protocol for vax remission. Hopefully, continuing to follow the health steps I've learned on this site - vitamins D, C, K, Bs, etc.;

quercetin; ubiquinol; exercise; limiting exposure to EMFs - will be enough for me. But for my vaxxed loved ones, it's going to

take more than I can �gure out and probably requires speci�c remedies tailored to each individual's issues. Just a thought,

but shouldn't ivermectin be cheaper now that it's legally OK to use it? As always, only our Creator can truly heal us, but we

who are thinking and questioning must continue to �ght the good �ght.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

wareagle82

I am curious and this is meant in all sincerity - have your vaxxed loved ones come around from their original belief? The

remedies you describe as being bene�cial to us should be bene�cial to all, but there is the matter of convincing those

who once believed Ivermectin was "horse paste."

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

bevfhl2

Some vaxxed loved ones have admitted their mistake; most, sadly, haven't. Even those who have are dubious about

using natural remedies rather than more pharmaceuticals. Still, I would like to be able to suggest alternatives (ideally,

we would have easier access to holistic doctors, but they are hard to �nd in South Carolina). One family member

recently died of brain cancer despite every possible "medical" intervention. The psychology of mind control was, and is,

very effective. Sheeple syndrome is the deadliest.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

DanoS1

Forget the WHO. They are the same liars and idiots that want us to believe that the massive increase in heart attacks in

young athletes is caused by referee whistles startling the athletes and also these young �t athletes taking cold showers.

Pathetic liars that think we are all stupid.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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jillwozhere

I'm highly introverted and don't know a lot of people, but I know of three turbo cancer victims with in the past year. A second

cousin of my husband, aged about 23, a friend of my son and his wife, aged 39 and the lady who lived across the street,

aged 65.. I'd just spoke to her about a month before her death and it was before her diagnosis, where she was

contemplating what to do in her retirement, but dead within two weeks of diagnosis.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

Heimdall1

WHO is responsible for cancer attacks of under 30's as far as I see it, Why would they now take care of it if all goes

according to their plan?

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

RebelChickJMJ

BINGO ! the Genocide by POI$ON Injecticide$$$ is working just as Planned...Plandemic, CovidCON, Cull the Sheep

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

henrysmom

My mother was an extremely health conscious 79 year old, vigorous and unvaxxed. Met a man who was jabbed, had a

whirlwind romance and married him 2 months later. He got a second jab a few days before their marriage and a booster 6

mos later. Not long after my mother becomes short of breath and tests reveal new onset heart and kidney failure and an

extremely virulent myeloma with amyloidosis. We went to see the hemeoncologist and �rst question out of her mouth is

“did you get the Covid vax?” When my mother said no, the oncologist said “yes but your husband did.” Told us her o�ce is

full of people she believes are victims of the vax and shedding. My Mom is getting treatment but will probably not be here in

another year. I will go to my grave believing it was shedding from the vaxx.
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Almond

Toxicity. What is ingested--food, water, meds, inhalants. Environmental exposures. Endo-toxins and byproducts of disease.

The body heals when it can detox faster than the cancer is growing. Special help may be needed to release tightly-bound

toxins.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

hisgarness

I can not imagine a more sinister entity than the WHO.  The WHO is no exposed as a complete failure at the speci�c

expertise they claim.  It is abundantly clear the WHO expertise is world control and it is the anthesis of health.  Drop the "H"

from their anacronym and you've got it.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

zootie

Turbo cancers. Yes. This is true. I’ve just lost my beautiful husband, larger then life, joyful healthy man. In remission and

living with CLL. Two shots in 2021. Stopped after 2 shots but that was still two too many. A year later, 3 skin cancers cut out

of head. 2022, SCC removed from face then radiation. 2023 salivary gland on same side with SCC. Grew to 10cm. Cut out

April 2023 with plastic surgery on face. Cancer was more aggressive after radiation, just made it stronger. Greg died in

October 2023. Left us devastated, shocked and helpless against this vaccine crime. 6 months from diagnosis. Never

thought it would happen to us. I begged him not to get the vx. I didn’t and neither did my son. How are we going to get

through this? How are we going to stop this murderous and outrageous rollout that just keeps going. When will people wake

up?

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

bevfhl2

I am so sorry for your loss - may God bless you. I don't know how the people pushing these shots can justify the lives

they have destroyed. Lord help us all.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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billstri

If risks for Turbo Cancer are high with recent or multiple Covid vaccines, I wonder if living within 1/4 mile of a cell phone

tower would multiply the risk after a Covid vaccine. Or any exposure to excessive EMF would multiply the risk. I have

measured EMF from a cell phone tower is ultra high within 1/4 mile of a tower. It is also ultra high within 10 feet of a wi-�

router in your house or within several inches from a cell phone during a phone call. An immune system struggling to �ght a

highly resistant vaccine would be overwhelmed if it also has never ending exposure to strong EMF radiation. Then add minor

cancer mutations and the immune system could do nothing but ignore the cancer, so the cancer explodes and multiplies.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

12nlightn351

WHO should be disbanded. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is jail material for his intentional and conscious crimes against

humanity..

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

MoMac46

Tedros and the WHO are exempt form prosecution no court will prosecute, so the WHO Pandemic Treaty mustn't go

ahead, but unfortunately the UK politicians will pass this horri�c treaty.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

mandibular

No suprise there. These int'l "authorities having jurisdiction" serve one purpose; giving control over mankind to our

Ashkenazim owners.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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LongTallTexan

even Dr Malone, who is credited as one of the founders of the MRNA technology, now says he has permanent heart damage

from the shots and does not expect to live a full life

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

DocJudi

Welcome to the 'Island of Dr Moreau' - this terrifying, tragic and shameful!!

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

josephunger

Very early in my pre med studies I happened upon a cancer research meta-study concluding that 90% were caused by

environmental toxicity. The conclusion was that more funds needed to be dedicated to vaccine research to keep us from

getting cancer due to the toxins. Heavily indoctrinated in the medical model, I thought this a viable endeavor. Fast forward

20 or so years in conversation with Candice Pert PhD (of NIH at the time and author of Molecules of Emotion) she cited a

current meta-study concluding that 90% of cancers are caused by environmental toxicity. The only difference is that in the

early 70s there were about 5000 substances the FDA allows in the food, air and water. Now it numbers 80,000. Needless to

say I have strayed from the vaccine solution.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

ldg9170

Truman Show anyone??

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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Joy6604

I'm starting to realize that you are a FEAR MONGER like the horrible, evil people who are trying to destroy humanity. Plus I

�nd your information way too indepth, way too detailed and with so much medical jargon that it is confusing to me. After a

few paragraphs I just stop reading! Seriously, you do not need to try and impress us with your medical knowledge. We need

facts and we need encouragement, not negative doom and gloom and certainly not all the medical mumbo jombo. It's just

too much!

 Posted On 04/18/2024
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